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Into week 7 of lockdown, perhaps I’m not alone in longing to jump into the car and
travel further than the supermarket? I want to visit my family… and my friends…
and see the sea. But I’m not free to do so. 
 
I’ve read a fair bit about freedom over the years – not least in scripture – but for
the first time in my life the word hits me differently. I’m no longer free to do what
I want and in consequence I’m having to think about freedom from a new
perspective.
 
Freedom for human beings is a major theme from the start of the Old Testament.
And in the book of Exodus we read of the Jews, captive in Egypt, living as slaves,
longing for freedom. But when this comes and they find themselves free in a new
land it’s not long before they are slaves again – this time to the cycle of sin and
failed attempts at atonement. Freedom for God’s people is still elusive. So it’s not
surprising that the great message of the New Testament centres on freedom – the
only freedom that really matters to the human race – and, paradoxically, it comes
through slavery!
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It is for freedom that Christ has
set us free.  Stand firm,  then, and
do not let yourselves be burdened
again by a yoke of slavery. 
- Galatians 5:1



Jesus’ death and resurrection has set us free, once and for all, from the
eternal effects of human behaviour but to access that freedom St Paul
tells us we need to become slaves of God. 
 
At a time when slavery was the norm, writing to communities of
believers that would include former and serving slaves, Paul uses this
language to explain what he means. Eugene Peterson summarises Paul’s
message to the church in Rome we read in Romans 6:15-20 like this, “…
offer yourselves to sin… and it’s your last free act. But offer yourselves
to God and the freedom never quits.”  To the believers in Corinth Paul
underlines his message – once anyone is called to discipleship they
become a slave of Christ. (1 Cor 7:21-22). And Galatians 5:1 sums it up,
whatever an individual’s circumstances. “For freedom Christ has set us
free” .
 
Evoking as it does history we’d rather erase and images we’d rather
forget, the language and concept of slavery is not popular with us and
even the idea of obedience can seem dated. But there is no ducking the
fact that as God’s children we are called to a life of obedience to God,
lived under God’s daily direction. And in doing so – in being ‘slaves to
God’ as Paul would describe it – we will, paradoxically, find the freedom
of life that transcends lockdown and soars above any other physical
limitation
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WERE YOU A SLAVE WHEN YOU WERE CALLED? DON’T LET IT

TROUBLE YOU—ALTHOUGH IF YOU CAN GAIN YOUR FREEDOM, DO
SO. FOR THE ONE WHO WAS A SLAVE WHEN CALLED TO FAITH IN
THE LORD IS THE LORD’S FREED PERSON; SIMILARLY, THE ONE

WHO WAS FREE WHEN CALLED IS CHRIST’S SLAVE.
 

1 CORINTHIANS 7:21-22


